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FROM THE EDITOR IN CHIEF
Dr. Aju Thomas

“Creativity requires input, and that’s what
research is. You are gathering material with which to build”
Gene Luen Yang

Welcome to the first volume of ELC Research Gate, the research journal of
English Language Center, Salalah College of Technology.
Research in ELT plays a pivotal role in the growth and development of

applied linguistics. It also paves the way to formulate new theories on language pedagogy and
enhance the scope of the theories which are currently in use. The research conducted must be
shared with academia for the purpose of further widening its scope and applications. Research
Gate, steered by the Research and Consultancy Committee of ELC, is a platform upon
which researchers, academicians and professionals share elements of current and ongoing
research studies, as well as future proposals for studies, in the form of high quality empirical
and theoretical research papers, case studies, theses, synopses, and book reviews that have
been adjudged to exhibit sound research methods and implications. Furthermore, this
platform may assist in the process of report findings that are found to be relevant to
the comprehensive domain of English language teaching and learning.
This first volume of the journal has gained wide acceptance among the faculty and
I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to Mr. Saeed Al Mashiki, HELC, SCT and Mr.
V. Murali Krishna, HoS-CTM, ELC, SCT for their constant guidance and support rendered
throughout the different stages of publishing the journal.
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FROM THE DESK OF THE HELC
MR. SAEED AL MASHIKI

“Writing the perfect paper is a lot like a military operation. It takes
discipline, foresight, research, strategy, and, if done right, ends in the

total victory.”
~Ryan Holiday

Notably, research plays an indispensable role in any academic institution in
order to sustain and expand educational development. Faculty members of higher
educational institutions like the Salalah College of Technology should be equipped with a
knowledge-driven capacity for professional and personal enhancement based on the

adaptation of targeted innovation to best confront the trends and issues, and to satisfy
the extensive demands of research in this modern digital era.
I am delighted that the ELC Research Gate has been established to serve as a platform
for our teachers in creating new outcomes, ideas, and arguments through action research. In
the pursuance of developing quality research efforts, it will be challenging at various
intervals due to some constraints like funding and other resources. I believe, however, that our
dedicated and passionate researchers can turn these challenges around and make their final
outcomes even

better. On a final note, I commend the intellectuality behind the ELC

Research Journal for successfully producing this maiden volume. This is just the beginning of
our scholarly quest.
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FROM THE DESK OF HOS-CTM
MR. V. MURALI KRISHNA

I

I congratulate the editorial board of ELC Research Gate journal for providing a
platform for the teachers of ELC to pursue their interest in exploring and publishing
interesting fields of study in the overall realm of English Language and Linguistics.
I hope the efforts of our editorial board will ignite genuine interest among our staff to
continue their research in language learning and help our students in establishing and
enhancing their skills.

I congratulate the contributors and the editorial board for their exploratory zeal and I
wish them success in all their efforts.
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Using WhatsApp in English Language Learning
Ms. Marion Wilton

Abstract
The ubiquity of mobile technologies is a key characteristic of modern society. Due to the
revolution of mobile technologies, mobile messaging applications have changed the way we
communicate (Pinchot, Paullet, & Rota, 2011). More specifically, popular mobile messaging
applications such as WhatsApp have had a significant influence on how we use and interact with
language. Research suggests that the younger generation in particular, is responsible for
popularizing the use of mobile applications and at present, WhatsApp is the most commonly used
instant messaging application favored by youth in the Middle East (Alabdulkareem, 2015;
Hamdan, 2019).
There is a common perception that the younger generation desires meaningful learning
experiences that they can relate to real life experiences which can be achieved by using new
media and various social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and WhatsApp,
for instance. In addition, technological advances in education in the form of innovative learning
technologies have highlighted the need for stakeholders to stay abreast of growing trends in
academic development (Dhanya, 2016). Recent years have witnessed a surge in research on
mobile technologies and the younger generation. However, existing literature tends to focus on
the widespread influence of mobile technologies on the social development of adolescents (Gon
& Rawekar,2017), while the potential use of these technologies for educational purposes and
academic development remain largely underexplored. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to
explore the use of WhatsApp in English language learning.
Keywords: WhatsApp, Mobile technologies, Mobile messaging Applications, Education, English,
Language learning.
1. Introduction and Background
The ubiquity of mobile technologies is a key characteristic of modern society. Due to the
revolution of mobile technologies, mobile messaging applications have changed the way we
communicate (Pinchot, Paullet, & Rota, 2011). More specifically, popular mobile messaging
applications such as WhatsApp have had a significant influence on how we use and interact with
language. Created in 2009 by two former Yahoo employees Brian Acton and Jan Koum,
WhatsApp is a mobile messaging application for smartphones that operates across multiple digital
platforms and currently boasts 1.5 billion users in 180 countries (Iqbal, 2019). This smartphone
and web-based instant message application allows users to exchange a variety of media (Church
& de Oliveira, 2013). In particular, it is widely used among the younger generation for sending
and exchanging multimedia content such as music, photos, videos, audio clips, voice notes and
standard text messages, to name a few.
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Furthermore, accessing and sharing information through this channel is immediate and instantaneous.

Bere (2012) summarizes WhatsApp’s collaborative features as follows: i) multimedia: it
allows the user to exchange videos, text messages, images and voice notes; ii) group chat:
supports the interaction of up to 50 group members; iii) unlimited messaging: users can share an
unlimited number of messages because the application uses 3G/EDGE internet data plan or
Wi-Fi to ensure continuous data transmission across platforms; iv) cross platform engagements:
interactants with different devices (personal digital assistants, smartphones, Galaxy tablets) can
message one another through various media (text messages, pictures, videos, voice notes); v)
offline messaging: messages are saved automatically when the device is off or outside coverage
area; vi) no charges involved: there are no charges involved for using WhatsApp as it uses the
same internet data plan which is used for email or web browsing; and vii) pins and user name:
WhatsApp users need not remember passwords or usernames as it works via phone numbers and
integrates with users’ address books.

Research suggests that the younger generation in particular, is responsible for popularizing
the use of mobile applications and at present, WhatsApp is the most commonly used instant
messaging application favored by youth in the Middle East (Alabdulkareem, 2015; Hamdan,
2019). According to Devi and Tevera (2014)WhatsApp is particularly popular among university
students, while Ahad and Lim (2014) reveal that undergraduates use it on a daily basis because it
is easy to use, fast, economical, and offers real-time messaging.

There is a common perception that the younger generation desires meaningful learning
experiences that they can relate to real life experiences which can be achieved by using new
media and various social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and WhatsApp,
for instance. In addition, technological advances in education in the form of innovative learning
technologies have highlighted the need for stakeholders to stay abreast of growing trends in
academic development (Dhanya, 2016). For reasons such as the aforementioned, it is necessary
to briefly examine how WhatsApp can aid in creating meaningful learning experiences.Also,
recent years have witnessed a surge in research on mobile technologies and the younger
generation.
Meanwhile, existing literature tends to focus on the widespread influence of mobile
technologies on the social development of adolescents (Gon & Rawekar, 2017), while the
potential use of these technologies for educational purposes and academic development remain
largely underexplored. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to explore the use of WhatsApp in
English language learning.
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2. Literature Review
Present-day society is heavily reliant on technology and it permeates all areas of our lives.
Today, it is fundamentally important for educators and stakeholders to stay cognizant of recent
developments and current trends in the field. Hannon, Patton and Temperley (2011) posit that
traditional methods such as classroom-centered learning are presently under pressure by an
increasing demand to gain knowledge and the development of learning spaces which exceeds the
boundaries of classrooms, universities and other educational institutions. This is why Stosic
(2015) argues that the role of educational technology in teaching is of great importance due to
the widespread presence of information and communication technologies in global societies.

Speaking to the aforementioned, Dhanya (2016) proposes that teachers need to remain
relevant and effective by embracing learning technologies to aid students in exploring boundaries
beyond the classroom. The author suggests that it is necessary for English as an international
language to be taught in such a way that it expands beyond being able to speak, write and listen,
but fundamentally, being able to communicate in the language. Furthermore, Dhanya (2016,
p.106) claims that traditional methods which rely on lecturing and rote learning “reduce English
language learning to mechanical memorization and miserably fail in developing language
competency among students.” It is also argued that conventional methods and teaching material
risk diminishing the overall learning experience to a monotonous activity whereby students are
reduced to being “passive receptors of language and not active participants in the learning
process” (Dhanya, 2016, p. 106). This calls for a need to deviate from conventional methods and
materials and to embrace innovative material and techniques of teaching in the form of new
media and mobile technologies. Therefore, by introducing innovative teaching techniques and
activities, teachers can facilitate a more interactive experience by engaging learners directly in
the learning process. This is why introducing new media and mobile technologies in the
classroom can provide students with a more direct experience and act as a catalyst for more
active participation and engagement with the learning process as a whole.
Dhanya (2016) lists various innovative techniques and calls on educators to embrace
social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, You Tube, Skype, blogs, and different mobile
applications. Essentially, teaching material should relate and be connected to both the
experiential and background knowledge of students; the English class room can become an
interactive and creative space where learners can apply existing literacy and IT skills. Therefore,
it is crucial for teachers to exploit and further develop these abilities in order to engage learners
and improve their English language skills. So, the process of integrating various forms of new
media and mobile technologies in the class room results in reshaping and redefining the roles of
teacher and student. In this regard, the teacher becomes the facilitator and is no longer the “sole
source of content” with students being able to facilitate their own learning experience in a more
realistic manner that corresponds with their everyday experiences. With this in mind, the purpose
is to encourage students to engage with information in English by reading and writing both
formally and informally in a way that feels familiar to them. Ultimately, these techniques can
collectively facilitate and increase communication inside and outside the classroom.
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Similar to this, Alsaleem (2013) proposes that mobile messaging applications improve
students’ progress in learning different language skills and sub-skills that comprise of
vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, reading and listening. Alsaleem’s (2013) research
determined that using WhatsApp for electronic journaling had a significant effect on written
vocabulary tasks. In the study, a group of undergraduate female Saudi students were required to
post reflective comments on different topics in a WhatsApp group created for this specific
research. Positive responses from students indicated that they enjoyed using WhatsApp as a
learning tool and perceived it as a form of entertainment. Most importantly, it was determined
that WhatsApp had a significant effect on students’ writing skills which noticeably improved
over a relatively brief period of time. Therefore, it is evident that there are inevitable
prospective benefits involved when employing mobile applications such as WhatsApp in
various writing activities.
Lastly, Gon and Rawekar (2017) assessed the effectivity of WhatsApp among a group of
4th semester MBBS students by comparing their e-learning experience via WhatsApp as
opposed to a didactic lecture. At the same time, students’ perceptions on e-learning via
WhatsApp were also considered. Essentially, the findings depicted no significant difference
between gaining knowledge via the two different sources.
However, the authors reveal that the technical, educational and instructional advantages
of teaching and learning activities through WhatsApp surpass the disadvantages. In this regard,
advantages of learning via WhatsApp included the facilitator’s availability and the convenience
of learning anytime and anywhere. But, disadvantages highlighted included factors such as
message flooding, time consumption and strain on eyesight. Nonetheless, aspects such as
constant availability of the facilitator, as well as accessibility which means being able to learn
anytime and anywhere, positioned WhatsApp as a new and convenient tool for teaching and
learning activities.
3. Conclusion
In essence, mobile applications such as WhatsApp can introduce a wide range of
technological prospects to the classroom. Due to technological advances, the application has
evolved into a dynamic learning tool. The omnipresence of smartphones in the global
community has led to the expansion of WhatsApp as a communication platform for students.
Also, the high infiltration of smartphones amongst the younger generation has revealed an
increasing need for education to embrace technological advances and to support the learning
process by engaging students in a more direct and interactive manner which they can identify
with while simultaneously honing existing IT and literacy skills. As an innovative and
convenient learning tool, WhatsApp allows direct access to educational material and online
resources. Also, the learning process is continuous and interactive. This leads to a more
meaningful learning experience for students. Ideally, WhatsApp has the potential to achieve
various educational goals. As a digital communication tool, it facilitates connections, encourages
reflection and holistically, aids in formal and informal learning. Thus, it offers significant
potential in higher education due to its convenience, availability and affordability. This means
that it is useful for overcoming socioeconomic disparities.
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Moreover, it facilitates collaboration as students have the convenience to access information and
contact others whenever necessary. This creates a practical and creative space for team work,
peer assessment and distributing and sharing information. Lastly, it creates opportunities for
students to increase their use of English as they often have limited exposure which is restricted
to the boundaries of the classroom. In this regard, using WhatsApp as a learning tool has the
potential to expand students’ linguistic landscape and increase opportunities for using English.
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CALL — READING SKILLS
DR. NAGAMURALI ERAGAMREDDY

Abstract
The current day's learning has turned out to be vital to the present generation. One of the
models for this sort is the foreign language instruction (Alsied & Pathan, 2013). Not many
modules of connected semantics are as huge as the investigation of utilizing computers in
language abilities.Since advanced language abilities are regularly incorporated in the classroom,
many language instructors and students are excited to employ computers for language education
and learning (Tafazoli & Golshan, 2014; Hubbard, & Levy, 2006). In such manner, the present
paper endeavors to apply CALL(Computer Assisted Language Learning) in second/foreign
language classes to build up students' reading skills.
Keywords: CA L L , Foreign L anguage Instruction, R eading Sk ills
1. Introduction
Obviously, English, as the worldwide language, is playing a significant part in global
trades (Cheng, Tian, Kuo, & Sun, 2016).Reading is probably the most essential skill among all
the English skills. The present days have provided abundant scope in employing computers for
language teaching and learning. The use of computers in the language classroom was of concern
only to a small number of experts in the past ten years. However, with the invention of multi
media computing and the internet, the role of computers in language learning has now become
an important issue confronting large numbers of language learners throughout the world.
Computers have turned out, in recent times, to be so across the board in schools and homes and
their application has extended so significantly that most language educators have to now start
considering the implications of computers for language learning (Warschauer, 1996). Teachers
and students employ an expression to describe the practice of computers as part of a language
course and it is called CALL (Hardisty & Windeatt, 1989).
The skill which involves the reader, the text and the interaction between the two is
vigorous reading skill. Perusing is a functioning aptitude that includes the peruser, the content,
and the communication between the two. Acquiring perusing abilities is a very significant part
of first language (L1) just as second language (L2) or foreign language (FL) proficiency.
Learners make use of a variety of skills and strategies, combined with background knowledge,
L1- associated information and practical knowledge to comprehend written material in this
process (Aebersold & Field, 1997)
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2. The History of CALL
Computers have been employed for language instruction since the 1960’s. We can divide
this period of the development of CALL into three distinct stages (Warschauer, 1996):
Behaviourist CALL, Communicative CALL and Integrative CALL. A specific level of
technology and specific pedagogical concepts resemble each phase (Lee, 2000).
Behaviourist CALL: Until Computer Assisted Language Lear ning (CALL) became the
superior term, the term Computer Assisted Language Instruction (CALI) was common in USA
in the 1960s. During this phase, repetitive language drills, the so called drill and practice
method characterized the first form of computer assisted language learning. It depended on the
behaviorist learning model and all things considered, the computer was seen as a mechanical
mentor that never became exhausted. It structured first as Behaviorist CALL and actualized in
the period of the centralized computer. The familiarized instructional exercise framework
PLATO, kept running without any unusual equipment. This sort of CALL was precisely
employed for extensive drills, vivid grammar teaching, and translation assessments (Ahmad,
Corbett, Rogers, & Sussex, 1985).
Communicative CALL: In the 1970’s and 1980’s, Communicative CALL came out to
language learning as a response to the Behaviourist CALL. This approach was well
acknowledged and sustained highlighting the communicative approach and some new
technologies, chiefly multimedia and communicative technology were adopted. Behaviourist
concepts at the hypothetical and pedagogical levels were cast off by proponents of
communicative CALL.The central idea of these proponents was that CALL must give
importance on employing forms rather than on forms themselves. In order to create authentic
utterances instead of controlling pre-fabricated forms, students must be motivated by educating
syntax implicitly(Jones, & Fortescue,1987).Psychological hypotheses which identified that
learning was an innovative procedure of disclosure, articulation and improvement were
compared by using this sort of computer assisted guidance. Personal computers that allowed
prominent conceivable outcomes for individual work supplanted the mainframe. Proficiency
practice in a non-drill format through language games, simulation, reading and content
reestablishment, word processors, desk–top publishing, spelling and syntax checks programs are
provided by this communicative CALL programs.
Integrative CALL: Technology Enhanced Language Lear ning (TELL), in ear ly 1990s, took
the place of CALL that seemed to have a closer depiction of activities which relate to CALL.
For utilizing the computer in an impromptu and detached design, communicative CALL was
reprimanded and opponents charged this utilization made "a more prominent commitment to
minimal as opposed to crucial components" of language learning (Wildner, 2000). From a
subjective perspective on informative language education to a socio-psychological view, the
instructors have moved unpretentious semantic practice in an expressive, authentic setting both
to incorporate the several skills of language learning and to incorporate technology more
completely into language teaching as sought by integrative CALL (Warschauer, & Healey,
1998).A range of informational, communicative and publishing tools are provided by the
multimedia-networked computer to this end that is potentially available to every student. The
integrative CALL is the contemporary concept that relies on Internet and multimedia computers.
Content, graphics, sound, animation and video have been brought by these innovative
technological improvements to be accessed on a single economical computer.
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Empowering learners to explore through CD-ROMS and the internet at their own pace and by
employing a variety of media, these means are altogether connected and called ‘hypermedia.
Indeed, CALL became more extensive than TELL.
3. Review of Literature
To augment reading skills, quite a few studies have been conducted in contemporary
years on employing CALL. Specially designed software, computer-assisted language learning
program, online lessons, animated texts, use of multimedia contexts, interactive multi-modal
materials, online dictionaries, e-books and a hypertext/hypermedia environment have been used
to teach L2 reading comprehension. It has been shown by a review of the reading
comprehension literature.
Studies by Heppner, Anderson, Farstrup, & Weiderman, (1985) revealed that pupils
excel in the computer-assisted variety of the reading assessments, where as some studies
revealed that they are equal. The outcome of extended usage of computers on reading
achievement, the influence of computer on reading comprehension; the effects of multimedia
software on reading comprehension were investigated by more recent studies(Singhal, 1998).
Some of the primary vocabulary studies were carried out by Knight (1994) and Karp (2002), in
which they stated that L2 students opted to ingress simple classifications in their L1. For
enhancing reading comprehension, the overall value of ESL/EFL software programs were
assessed by some research (AlKahtani, 1999; Busch, 2003; McGlinn and Parrish, 2002). The
studies administered on computer-based and paper-based reading comprehension were listed in
the studies conducted by Sawaki (2001).
A new form of intervention by the computer, which essentially modifies the nature of
this activity in both subtle and not so subtle ways is involved by reading on the internet. It has
been argued most convincingly by Kern (2014, 2015). Most students in current days employ
Wikipedia as their only reading source, for instance (Godwin-Jones, 2015).
4. Application Prospect of CALL in English Reading
By analyzing the various issues in conventional education, the present paper endeavors
to discuss the application view of the CALL model in English reading. In reading learning
activities, the mentor is the active participant while in teacher-centered model or the traditional
teaching model, the learners are passive ones. Encouraging procedures and guidelines by
educators are not reasonable for everyone because of the distinctions in individual learners and
their reading capacities (Wang, Qian, Scott, Chen, Soong, 2012). It is appallingly tough to take
advantage of students’ learning potentials and there are plenty of complications in students’
reading speed, basic knowledge and reading habits. It is just because traditional classroom
teaching is neither amusing nor innovative (Abufanas, 2013). The students can improve their
understanding rate provided they reduce the reading speed. Decreasing the reading speed will
stockpile the transient memory and lead to information loss, eventually affecting reading
performance. Nonetheless, reading fluency is crucial in English reading.
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5. CALL –Reading Skill Applications
The Dictionary of Language and Linguistics defines reading skill as “the skill of
recognizing and understanding written language in the form of sequences or graphic signs and
its transformation into meaningful speech, either as silent comprehension or by reading
aloud” (Hartmann & Stork, 1972). Therefore, both lower and higher levels of processing is
encompassed by reading, according to this definition. Reading skills have profound significance
in students’ accomplishment of learning language (Jarvis & Pastuszka, 2008).In a learning
setting (Chun, 2001),employing computer equipment (Butler-Pascoe, 2011) and programming
(Busch, 2003) are encompassed by computer assisted language learning. At present, more and
more computer assisted programs are available on reading skills. Some of the software and their
functions are given below.
Gapkit
Marco Buzzone and Grahma Davies designed this program and is produced by
Cramsoft which contains some activities aiming to practice reading comprehension skills.
Filling in a gapped text is one of the activities contained in it. The learner can try to complete
the exercise without any hints from the computer and he can seek the computer’s assistance to
display a short list of words to choose from. These are the two options the learner has when he
sees the gapped text.
The learner, in fact, can opt if he wishes to see the list or not. This makes the program
flexible for different sorts of learners. It is certainly better for the learner if he is good enough at
reading comprehension to surmise the missing words only on the basis of the context. This sort
of program includes a gapped text, another sort of exercise. In this option, the learner gets a
pictorial assistance instead of access to a hint in the form of a list of words. The learner is
presented with a picture of a word which should be put in the gap by double clicking the gap.
Fun with Text
Macro Buzzone and Grahama Davies also designed this program and it was produced
as well by Cramsoft. Closewrite is one of the reading exercises it offers. A text with gaps to be
filled in with a suitable word is the form of text is contained in the exercise. In the process of
using this program, the text is seen by the learner before doing the exercise.Moreover, the
learner has the option of deciding the time duration to view the text. This program offers certain
choices which include reading the text with or without any time limit and start without viewing
the text. In the later phase, the user is asked to select the deletion interval (from 1 to 9). For
instance, after deleting every fourth word, the text is displayed and the user is prompted to
double click on the gap he wishes to fill in. Here, the user writes his or her deductions in the
window at the bottom of the screen. The word appears in the gap if the answer is accurate. The
program indicates the number of letters in the word in the ‘guesses window’ if the answer is not
accurate.
Copywrite is another sort of exercise in which the writers are provided with two
versions called Easy and Hard. The task is designed to complete the text by inserting a suitable
letter in an appropriate gap. Lower –level or bottom up processes activate at initial stages this
exercise which allows identifying letters and words whereas comprehension and interpretation
of a text is required to activate top-down processes in advanced stages. The same program
provides another sort of exercise ‘prediction’ that allows the user to use the blank screen to
verify whether the text is present or not. Only punctuation is left here.
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The learner has to decide which word of the story is the first, the second and so on from
the list of words that appear on the screen. This is the mode of completing the whole story.
Every time any answer is given the score changes and is displayed through the course of this
exercise.
Ace Reader Pro Deluxe
StepWare Inc., designed this software to help improve reading speed and mutual
comprehension of the read text. This program has a window where a text is displayed, word after
a word but not as a whole, so the user can see only one word in one instance. The authors
elucidate that this specially designed program allows the reader to read faster without necessarily
moving the eyes. The chief goals of this CALL program are to activate the reader’s vocabulary
and structural knowledge, formal discourse knowledge, content, word background knowledge,
synthesis and evaluation strategies, meta cognitive knowledge and skills monitoring.
Comprehending the text within a restricted amount of time is the major key factor the reader has
to remember here.
Tachistoscopic Scroll Presentation is another technique of AceReader. In this process,
the text is displayed in a way that forces the readers’ eyes to move just like they perform in
normal reading. Reading in normal manner with a greater speed is the main training this form
offers. The reader can set the speed at which words are displayed. The learner can select words
ranging from 1000 to 2000 in a minute.Based on the levels, the difficulty of the texts is assessed.
The user can select the program accordingly. To be able to return to those locations easily and
quickly, each user can bookmark certain places within the text he is reading.
This CALL program also comprises reading comprehension texts with multiple choice
questions. To evaluate the reader’s comprehension of the text within a particular amount of time
is the motto of these activities. Clicking <Done> button allows the computer to count the amount
of words the reader can read per minute and later compare it with comprehension when he
finishes reading a text. This program can also present the results with graphs.Therefore, to
practice speed reading and speed reading comprehension skills, speed reading programs like
AccReader Pro are ideal to be employed.
F Reader
F Reader is specially designed to practice both reading comprehension skills and reading
speed. ReadingSoft produced this software. The text is displayed on the screen and the reader
has to click the appropriate button to be presented with multiple-choice questions when he is
ready to answer the questions. In this program the questions are presented one after another on
the screen. Hence, only one question is displayed at a time. There is no scope of deception here
by checking answers before completing the task. A sound of a ‘success trumpet’ can be heard if
the learner answers the questions correctly. The computer displays scores in percentages at the
end of an exercise. The learner can view the scores at any time. The results from previous
sessions with their dates can be seen by choosing the ‘Test history’ option.
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Heaven and Hell

This DOS program is one of the older versions, designed to practice reading
comprehension skills. Completing a story by giving precise answers to a number of questions is
the chief task of the learner. Points are credited to the learner and some part of the story appears
on the screen for every correct answer. The learner loses point if the answer is incorrect. The
program ends if too many points are lost. Though this program comprises of only one story,
completing it is very thrilling because the reader has to decide the suggestive options given by a
computer to complete the plot of the story.
At the beginning, an empty window is displayed on a computer screen and the first
question is shown. It is not the same question every time the program starts. Further parts of the
story appear on the screen gradually when the user answers more questions. Therefore,
answering questions at the beginning is a matter of pure assumption, but further answers need to
be deduced from the partly uncovered text. The learner has to interpret the information he can
see on the computer screen and predict the content of the story on the basis of this information
and his background knowledge in order to complete this exercise. So, the use of learner’s
cognitive schemata is essential. Therefore, this CALL program on reading is very stimulating
and enthralling.
6. Conclusion
Reading as the communicative approach is an active mental process which greatly
expands the reader’s role because the primary responsibility for meaning shifts from the text
itself to the reader. Therefore, prior to, during and after the reading assignment, the language
learners have a much greater range of possible procedures. By adopting the CALL programs,
the learners are free from anxiety and there is no peer pressure which inhibits them from
learning language easily.
For the fulfillment of theoretical tenets of communicative approach, the technical and
logistic support are provided by CALL that reflects a more humanistic and individualistic
learning. Hence, the learners enjoy greater autonomy to produce language through digital forms
when CALL is framed in a much more multimodal context. A Brave New World may be
represented by CALL (Kern, 2014), for an environment well worth taking advantages of its
affordances for language learning which finally motivates language learners. Learners have the
chance to get involved in CALL, to choose their preferred topics, activities and resources in
comparison with traditional and formal learning context. It is very obvious that the use of
computers assisted educational techniques can advance learners’ reading comprehension.
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A Small-scale Study on the Different Strategies Omani EFL
Learners Use to Decode English Idiomatic Expressions
Mr.Musallam Al Mahri, Dr. Rais Attamimi

Abstract
This research project was undertaken to further explore how Omani students experience
and learn English idiomatic expressions. English major students at Dhofar University were
selected to fill out a rating scale questionnaire for the purpose of identifying the strategies they
employ to learn English idiomatic expressions. Based on the prevailing results, the responses
given by the sample of the present study were compared to the responses given by other Arab
EFL learners as reported in similar previous studies. By identifying the most common strategies
used by the students included in this research, English language teachers would be able to
identify which strategies should be encouraged among students to use and what strategies they
should avoid using within the context of the study.
Keywords: English, learning, EFL , Idioms, Strategies, Omani Students
1. Introduction
Idiomatic expressions are an essential part of the system of any living language.
English, which is the L2 for the sample of the present study, is full of idiomatic expressions
which are used daily by native speakers in spoken and written forms in specific cultural
contexts. However, L2 learners face difficulties in understanding and using English idiomatic
expressions. For example, when one of my native speaker colleagues at the Salalah College of
Technology (SCT) said to me that “he is like a dog with two tails”, I did not realize that he
meant he was happy. I thought he wanted to leave the school at that time, so I felt
discombobulated about how to respond. That situation has made it clear that to be proficient in
English you must possess a good knowledge of its common expressions as well as their cultural
associative meanings. Acquiring English idioms is highly required by L2 learners in order to be
competent in the reception and production of the spoken English language. However, it was
ostensibly true from my own personal observations that Dhofar University (DU) students do not
seem to have much experience and knowledge with the learning and/or acquisition of the
English language idioms in their classrooms. Based on that general hypothesis, I intend to
discover the possible strategies that English major students at DU use to learn and understand
the English language idioms.
2. Literature Review
This section explores up-to-date studies related to the acquisition of English idiomatic
expressions by some EFL learners. It highlights some common difficulties different groups of
EFL learners encountered and their most frequently used strategies in learning and
understanding English idioms.
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Alhaysony (2017), for example, investigated why Saudi university students were not
using idiomatic expressions properly. In his article, he argues that improving L2 idiomatic
knowledge helps learners become more proficient. He further points out that Saudi EFL
students faced difficulties in understanding English idioms because of the lack of cultural
background being taught alongside those English idioms. The researcher emphasizes the
importance of teaching the cultural context of the English language along with the necessary
vocabulary that has clearly been influenced by the cultural context. Moreover, the article
confirms that there is a positive significant relationship between an individual student’s
vocabulary level and the type of strategies the learner used in learning English idiomatic
expressions. Even though the study discusses some useful idiom-learning strategies, it does not
account for how EFL textbooks should present idioms or what kind of appropriate teaching
materials should be used in teaching English idioms. In the same vein, Al-Kadi (2015)
investigated how Yemeni EFL undergraduates recognize, comprehend and use English idioms.
Three idiom tests and a questionnaire were administered to 63 sophomores at the Department of
English, Faculty of Education, Taiz University. The most commonly used strategies by the
students in that study, were using key words, understanding the context in which idioms occur
and taking part in conversations. The author recommended further studies that might expand the
scope of his investigation by including more possible factors concerning the use of English
idioms.
Al-Khawaldeh, Jaradat, Al-Momani and Bain-Khair (2016) investigated Jordanian
undergraduate students’ perceptions of the importance of learning idioms, the most frequently
used idiom learning strategies and the difficulties faced when learning idioms. A total sample of
150 undergraduate English language learners at the Hashemite University in Jordan participated
in the study, completing a questionnaire and a test. Three major findings can be extracted from
their study. First, Jordanian students showed a poor level of competency in understanding,
producing and using idiomatic expressions given in disappointing contrast when also taken into
account their overwhelming desire to learn them. Second, the major difficulties that hindered
Jordanian students from learning idioms were the lack of cultural background knowledge
existing behind the use of English idioms and the seeming general ignorance of the importance
in the inclusion of idioms in courses’ syllabi. Third, the most frequently used idiom learning
strategies among Jordanian students were figuring out an idiom from an equivalent one in
Jordanian Arabic, guessing the meaning of idioms through the context and translating the literal
meaning into their L1. The authors recommended further research to delve deeply into the
difficulties associated with the acquisition of English idioms and the strategies adopted by
learners to learn them.
Ali and Al-Rushaidi (2016) studied the difficulties that Omani undergraduate students
majoring in English encountered when translating idiomatic and culturally-bound expressions
from English into Arabic, and the strategies they used to handle such challenges. A translation
test along with a short survey questionnaire, were administered to 60 students from the final
year at the Department of English Language and Literature, Rustaq College of Applied Science
in the Sultanate of Oman. The results of the study showed that Omani students faced four major
problems in translating English idioms:“inability to find a suitable equivalent, misinterpretation
of the meaning of the idiom, using literal translation which does not convey the meaning or
omitting the whole or some parts of the idiom” (p. 196).
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The most common strategies used by students to handle such difficulties were
paraphrasing, literal translation and translation by omission. The authors recommended that
paraphrasing and literal translation techniques should be avoided as much as possible, and that
students should instead be trained on how to use effective strategies for translating idiomatic
expressions, and finally, that cultural studies should be taught to undergraduate students.
3. Methodology
As far as I know, no studies have been conducted in Dhofar on the acquisition and/or
learning of English idiomatic expressions. Therefore, this study was carried out to investigate
how Dhofari students experience and learn English idiomatic expressions. English major
students at DU were asked to fill out a rating scale questionnaire (see Appendix A) to address
the most effective strategies they use to learn English idiomatic expressions. Based on these
findings, the responses of the students were compared to the responses given by other Arab EFL
learners in similar studies mentioned in the preceding section. By identifying the most common
strategies used by DU students, teachers can identify which strategies should be encouraged
among students to use and what strategies they should avoid using.
3.1 Participants
The participants were 30 randomly selected male and female English major students
from the Department of Language and Translation at the DU in the Sultanate of Oman.
Technically, 20 participants were females and 10 were males. Their ages ranged from 22-24
years old at the time when the study was carried out.
3.2. Questionnaire
A questionnaire was developed to investigate the strategies that students use to learn
English idioms. The learners’ strategies of learning idioms are elicited on a 5-point Likert scale:
1 = never; 2 = seldom; 3 = sometimes; 4 = frequently; 5 = always. At the beginning of the
research process, a pilot study was run for my intended research instrument on five DU students
to determine whether the sample of the study would be able to successfully respond to the
eleven items of the questionnaire.
3.3. Findings and Discussion
As Figure 1 shows, only ten participants (33%) said they always guess the meaning of
unfamiliar idioms from the context (strategy 1). Ten other students said they frequently guess
the meaning from the context. Six (20%) of the participants stated that they sometimes guess the
meaning from the context. Two of the students (7%) admitted that they seldom use the guessing
strategy, and the other two participants do not use this strategy at all.
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Eight (27%) of the participants said that they always use keywords (strategy 2); seven (23%) of
the participants said they frequently use keywords to understand English idioms. The responses
of the other 15 participants were diverse: seven (23%) students said they sometimes use
keywords, four students (13%) said that they seldom use keywords, and the remaining four said
that they never use strategy 2.
Strategy 3 is liter al tr anslation; 15 par ticipants (50% ) said that they always use this
strategy. Of the other participants, ten students (33%) said they frequently use literal translation,
two students (7%) said they sometimes use it, and another two students said they seldom
translate idioms literally. One student never uses this strategy.
For strategy 4, par aphr asing, par ticipants’ r esponses wer e evenly distr ibuted among the
first three scales on the questionnaire (“always,” “frequently,” and “sometimes”). Six (20%) of
the participants indicated that they always paraphrase idioms, six participants frequently do so,
and six participants sometimes use this strategy. Interestingly enough, seven (23%) of the
participants said they seldom use paraphrasing, and the remaining five (17%) said that they
never use this strategy.
For strategy 5, a lar ge subset of 11 par ticipants (37% ) said that they never figur e out an
idiom based on an equivalent one in their L1. Only five (17%) of the participants always use
this strategy to decode idiomatic expressions in English. Five students said they sometimes use
this strategy; another five seldom do so. Only four students said that they frequently figure out
the meaning of an idiom from an equivalent one in their L1.
Nine (30%) of the participants said that they frequently look up unknown idioms in the
dictionary (strategy 6). The responses of the other 21 students (70%) were divided almost
equally across the other four options on the questionnaire; 5 students, i.e. 17% chose each of the
remaining options.
Almost half of the participants, 13 students (43%), said that they always use strategy 7, asking
their teachers for help with idioms. Nearly as many, nine (30%), said that they frequently ask
their teachers for help. Only 20% of the participants said that they seldom ask their teachers for
help. Two students said they seldom do so; another two said they never do.
For strategy 8, 33% of the par ticipants said that they always discuss idioms with
classmates. Responses of “frequently” and “sometimes” were evenly divided for this question:
30% of the participants said that they frequently or sometimes discuss idioms with classmates.
Only 7% of the participants said they seldom discuss idioms with classmates, and another 10%
said they never do.
Strategy 9 is ignor ing unfamiliar idioms; 37% of the par ticipants said that they always use
this strategy. Another 23% indicated that they frequently ignore unfamiliar idioms. A similar
number of students, seven, said that they sometimes ignore unfamiliar idioms. Three students
said they seldom ignore unfamiliar idioms, and another three never do.
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Figure 1: Idiom Learning Strategies

The participants added two more strategies to the idiom-learning strategies listed in the
questionnaire: memorizing new idioms or using Google Translate or another web-based
translation program such as GlobalLink or Text United. When asked which strategy they use the
most and why they prefer that strategy, participants’ responses varied. Ten students in the
sample prefer using idiom dictionaries because they believe that these dictionaries are precise
and provide good explanations. Another nine participants prefer to guess the meaning of idioms
from context because they think this strategy encourages critical thinking and speaking
competency. Another six students prefer to use keywords to understand idioms and to figure out
idioms from equivalent ones in their L1.
4. Conclusion
Students in Oman and particularly in Dhofar struggle to understand and use English
idioms because they fail to understand the importance of learning idioms. Many of them never
have an opportunity to interact with native English speakers, which could help validate or
invalidate the body of idiomatic vocabulary that students learn. This is especially important
because, for most language learners, the ultimate goal and motivation for learning idioms is
surely to communicate more effectively and fluently with native speakers. This study
investigates the strategies students use when they encounter new idioms. Since students have
different learning styles, they tend to use different strategies to learn the meanings of idiomatic
expressions in English. Therefore, teachers must identify these differences and recommend the
most effective strategies for learning English idioms. The findings of this study reveal that DU
students’ preferred strategies are guessing the meaning of idioms from context, looking up
unknown words in the dictionary, figuring out an idiom from an equivalent idiom in their L1,
and paraphrasing idioms. Teachers should expose students to a variety of strategies so the
students can identify the ones that work best for them. In addition, students learning English as a
second language should be given as many opportunities as possible to practice targeted
idiomatic expressions with one or more native English speakers from different countries. This
could function as a kind of a post-test and would allow students to prove to themselves, as well
as to other stakeholders involved in the teaching and preparation of applicable idioms and
vocabulary, that the time they have invested in committing idioms to memory has been well
worth the effort. Further research is needed to explore which strategies are most effective in this
region.
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Appendix A
Name (optional) ……………………
Specialization ………………………
Year at college ……………………..
Gender ……………………………...
If you encounter an idiom e.g. I feel blue
What strategies do you use to decode the meanings of idioms?
N
o

Frequency of strategies for
learning English idioms

1

Guessing the meaning from the
context
Using key words

2

Always

Frequently

Sometimes

Seldom

Never

Translating the literal meaning
into my L1 (first language)
Paraphrasing an idiom

3
4

Figuring out an idiom from an
equivalent one in my language
Looking up unknown idioms in
the dictionary
Asking teacher for help

5
6
7

Discussing an idiom with classmates
Ignoring unfamiliar idioms

8
9
10
11

Other strategies (please be specific)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………
Which strategies do you use the most?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………...
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Common Spelling Errors in Omani Students’ Writing:
A case Study of SCT Students
DR. MANIZHEH ALAMI

Abstract
Spelling is among the problematic areas for language learners. An ample number of
studies were carried out on spelling mistakes made by English learners with different L1
backgrounds. The present study is an attempt to examine the most common spelling mistakes
found in Omani students’ writing who study at Salalah College of Technology in Oman.
Furthermore, it aims to investigate the causes of these mistakes. The results of the study show
that vowel omission is the most common type of misspelling followed by vowel substitution and
vowel insertion. In terms of consonants,74 spelling mistakes were reported for consonant
omission followed by consonant substitution and consonant insertion. There were 15 misspelt
words due to the phonological similarity with the target word.
Keywords: Spelling Errors, L exical R esources, High A chievers, L ow Achievers
1.Introduction
Learning a second/foreign language is a challenging and demanding task which requires
a lot of effort from the learner. Arab learners are not exceptional in this regard. Studies show
that English spelling is among the problematic areas for Arab students (Al Jayousi, 1994,
Alsaawi, 2015). The results of studies on Arab learners’ spelling in terms of accuracy indicate
that they perform significantly worse than other ESL groups on tests and have messier
handwritings (Deacon 2017, Thompson-Panos & Thomas-Ruzic, 1983).
Cook (1997) believes that effective spelling is significant for SL users because of its
social overtones. Some teachers have misconceptions about the nature of spelling difficulty for
students, their causes and effective ways to teach spelling. The author believes that systematic
analysis of learners’ spelling mistakes would contribute to the knowledge about the type of
spelling mistakes which in turn can help in designing curricula, selecting teaching materials and
remedial plans accordingly. In other words, teaching of spelling can partly rely on the result of
examining a set of common mistakes made by Omani students in their writings.

2.Objectives of study
The current study aims to scrutinize the most common spelling mistakes found in Omani
students’ writing who study at Salalah College of Technology in Oman. This study is interested
in exploring the types of spelling mistakes Omani students make and the likeliest causes of these
mistakes.
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3. Review of literature

3.1 Significance of Word Spelling
Misspelling a word might seem a minor mistake, however, it will make a reader less
likely to trust a writer’s authority. In other words, misspelling gives readers a bad impression
about the writer. Learning how to spell words is a lifelong skill a learner needs throughout his/
her education and life. Spelling is important because it helps in reading. Spelling errors not only
have negative effect on writing, they also affect students’ reading skill. Deacon believes that
“poor spellers are likely to be slow readers and to have lower reading comprehension skills than
better spellers” (2017, p. 7).
Hildreth (1962) opines that developing learner’s spelling knowledge contributes to their
confidence in expressing their thoughts. Smedley (1983) proposes that spelling errors negatively
affect the clarity of the written message, and consequently interferes with communication
between the writer and the reader (cited in Al Jayousi, 1994). In other words, one misspelling
may change the meaning which the author intended to convey in the text (Fagerberg, 2006 cited
in Banch 2013).
Perfetti and Hart (2001) stress the importance of orthographic representation on spelling
precision which underpins the ability to rapidly recognize and identify words during reading.
3.2 Studies on Spelling Mistakes
An ample number of studies were carried out on spelling mistakes made by English
learners with different L1 backgrounds. For example, the results of a study by Holm and Dodd
(1996) on Hong Kong ESL learners’ word recognition and spelling knowledge show that there
was not a meaningful difference between Hong Kong learners and other ESL groups in the
study when reading and writing English words. However, Hong Kong ESL learners were
significantly worse in a pseudo word spelling task.
Bancha (2013) in his study attempted to find out the types of spelling inaccuracy and
investigate the causes of misspellings in first year Thai university students' writing. The results
of his study on 31 first year Thai university students showed ten various types of spelling errors
including ‘consonant substitutions’, ‘vowel substitutions’, ‘space inaccuracy’, ‘confusion in
writing scripts’, ‘inaccurate double consonants’, ‘inflectional endings’, ‘letter reversals’, ‘vowel
omissions’, and ‘consonant omissions’. Bancha proposes that the “differences between English
and Thai writing systems were not the major causes of errors. In fact, “the lack of adequate
awareness of phonology and insufficient knowledge of inflectional morphology were the prime
causes of their mistakes” (P.1).
Fender (2008) in his study attempted to find out the relationship between spelling
knowledge and reading skills. He examined 16 intermediate-level Arab ESL learners and 21
intermediate-level ESL non–Arab learners in an ESP program. The results of his study confirms
the relationship between learners’ spelling knowledge and reading comprehension where Arab
students scored significantly lower on both spelling test and the reading comprehension test
compared to non-Arab students.
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In his study in Kuwait University, Haggan (1991) compared spelling errors of 64 first-year and
23 fourth-year Arabic majors, examining their end of semester writing exam papers. The results
of his study show that the most common spelling errors students made were choosing the wrong
letter for vowel graph and inaccurate vowel graphs for vowel phonemes.
Heathcote (2005) in her PhD thesis investigated the spelling mistakes made in technical
report writing by trainees at Petroleum Development Oman to determine different types of
mistakes and assess the most frequent ones. She collected 640 reports written by 30 trainees
over the period of 6 months. The outcome of her study shows that most spelling mistakes are
vowel-related ones(83%).

3.3 Effects of L1 Arabic Literary Skill on L2 Writing

It is assumed that the difference between an orthographic system of English and Arabic
could be among the causes of spelling mistakes of Arab learners. Arabic orthography is from
right to left in cursive form, and letters within words must be combined when possible. In the
beginning stages of learning Arabic writing, orthography is fully-vowelized where all the
vowels and consonants are present in the script to help beginner learners. However, in later
stages of learning, texts do not encode vowel diacritic information and are less phonologically
transparent. Alphabetic orthography of Modern Standard Arabic constitutes 28 letters that
represent consonants as well as three letters that correspond to long-vowel phonemes. In
addition, there are three short-vowel forms, written as diacritical marks, placed above or below
the consonant letters.
Bearing in mind that written Arabic is mainly a consonant-oriented script and the short
vowel sounds are not usually displayed in Arabic orthography, thus proficient Arabic learners
can easily fill in the missing vowels as they read a script by guessing the meaning of a word
from the context it appears. Short vowels in Arabic are only indicated by diacritic marks.
Doushaq in his study (1986) on 96 Jordanian undergraduate students compared their
English and Arabic writing stylistic problems. The results of his study suggest that students
have poor writing in both Arabic and English. He concluded that weakness in L2 writing skill
might be related to weakness in mastery of Arabic writing skills. Bearing in mind that L1
Arabic literacy skills might interfere with English word recognition (Akamatsu, 2003; Koda,
2005) and spelling skill (Figueredo, 2006), it might sound reasonable when Arab ESL learners
develop lexical spelling representations that specify consonants and lack accurate vowel
spellings.
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Ryan and colleagues (Ryan & Meara, 1991; Ryan, 1997) argue that L1 Arabic literacy
affects and shapes the ability of Arab ESL learners to extract and process some of the vowel
information encoded in the graphic display.
The results of a spelling test carried out by Al-Jarf (2010) on 36 female Saudi
undergraduate students indicate that EFL students misspelling could be either because of native
language transfer (Inter-lingual) or of Intra-lingual type which is due to defective L2 learning.
Alsaawi (2015, P. 56) refers to “double consonant letters, silent letters, final [e] and vowels” as
the most common type of spelling errors made by Arab learners.

4. Research Method
In an attempt to meet the objectives of the study, an experimental study was
implemented in Salalah College of Technology where no study explored the spelling mistakes
of Omani students. The writings of 100 Omani students who sat for Entry Test were used as the
data. The Entry Test was administrated in the first semester, AY 2017-2018. The Entry Test is
administrated every semester as a milestone to put students into 3 different degrees according to
the marks s/he obtains in the test. It comprises three sections: Listening, Reading and Writing.
Students are given 45 minutes to write a 250-word argument essay on a given topic. The writing
is assessed by a lecturer from English Language Center. IELTS proficiency level scale is used to
evaluate students’ writings (Bands 0-9, No Proficiency - native like proficiency). Writing script
is evaluated for ‘Task Achievement’, ‘Coherence & Cohesion’, ‘Lexical Resources’ and
‘Grammatical Range and Accuracy’. Students who obtain Band 4, Band 4.5 and Band 5/5+ are
placed into Diploma program, Higher Diploma program and Bachelor program respectively.
The advantage of collecting spelling mistakes from Entry Test writing scripts is that all students
write on the same topic which makes the comparison of misspelt words more convenient.
The sample data used for the current study comprises the writing essays of 10 highachievers, 10 average and 10 low- achievers selected randomly from among 100 exam papers.
All in all, 371 mistakes were identified. A list of misspelt words was made and categorized into
eight groups, viz. 1)vowel insertion, 2)vowel omissions, 3) vowel substitution, 4) consonant
insertion, 5) consonant omission, 6) consonant substitution, 7) phonological similarity and 8)
inexplicable cases. Given the fact that there is no consensus on how to categorize spelling
mistakes and different researchers suggested different categories (Bebout 1985, Haggan 1991,
Deacon 2017), the author believes that the proposed categories might help in achieving the
objectives of the study in the best way.

.
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4.1 Findings and Results of the Study
The bar graph below shows the proportions of the occurrence of various types of spelling
mistakes identified in SCT students’ writings.

Figure1. Proportions of Various Types of Spelling Mistakes
As it is illustrated in the above graph, vowel omission (122) is the most common type of
misspelling followed by vowel substitution (117) and vowel insertion (59). In terms of
consonants, 74 spelling mistakes were reported for consonant omission followed by consonant
substitution (38) and consonant insertion (20). There were 15 misspelt words due to the
phonological similarity with the target word. 24 spelling mistakes were found and named as
inexplicable cases that belonged to none of the proposed categories.
Table 1 presents various types of spelling mistakes with sample examples from SCT students’
writings.
Table 1. Types of Spelling mistakes and sample examples
TYPE OF SPELLING MISTAKE
Vowel insertion
Vowel omission

EXAMPLE
childrean, happened, exeample
Diffcult, belive, statment

Vowel substitution
Consonant insertion
Consonant omission
Consonant substitution
Phonological similarity
Inexplicable cases

Stady, dreem, as (us), went (want)
Toghether, dimploma, whith
Shoud, resut, goverment, geting
Topik, think (thing), jop, univercity
Enaf, reveu,corses,bizness
Anehir (another), maund (mind), techaas
(teacher)
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5. Discussion
A close examination of SCT students’ writings reveals some facts, the awareness of
which could be of great help to teachers in assisting students improve their spelling. What
presented below are the various types of spelling mistakes identified in SCT students’ writings.
Some spelling mistakes fall into two or 3 categories at the same time. For example, feutue
(future) could be classified as vowel substitution, vowel insertion and consonant omission.
Scrutinizing SCT students’ writing scripts shows that vowels are the main reason for
frequent mistakes made in the writings. Vowel substitution, insertion and omission total almost
77% of all spelling mistakes made by SCT students.
5.1 Vowel Insertion/Omission/Substitution
Given the fact that the Arabic word recognition process relies mainly on identifying the
root morpheme and utilizes the syntactic and semantic context to infer missing vowel
information (Abu-Rabia 2000), the omission of short vowels in Arabic script causes “vowel
blindness” in English which may result in poor spelling performance (Deacon 2017).The term
“vowel blindness” was first coined by Ryan and Meara in 1991.
Although it is a valid explanation for the omission of short vowels in English writings of
Arab learners, the collected and tallied spelling mistakes in the current study account for a minor
impact of this theory in vowel omissions identified in SCT students’ writings. Furthermore, the
theory does not provide sufficient evidence to explain the causes of the vowel omission found in
SCT students’ writing scripts.
Complex vowels, i.e., diphthongs are another difficult aspect of English orthography for
SCT students. For example mis-ordering of [ei] / [ie] in acheive, beleive and thier.
There were few cases of adding the silent phoneme [e] to the end of the word (e.g. aime,
mathe) and deleting the end [e] (e.g. becaus, wast).
There were cases of words having many alternative misspellings. For example, 11
misspellings were recorded for because (beacse, becoues, becouse, becuase, becase, becuse,
becas, becasee, because, becase, becous).
The vowel substitution mistakes found in SCT students do not follow a specific pattern.
There are variety of them for example: abaut, then (than), odecation, famely, difficalt, openion,
finesh, selery.
5.2 Consonant Insertion/Omission/Substitution
One of the most difficult aspects of English spelling for Omani students is the complex
correspondences between sounds and letters. As Tops et al. (2014, p. 295) opine “the mapping
between sounds and letters is not always regular or predictable” in English. For example, the
phoneme /K/ being spelled as “C” in topic, “k” in kitchen, “ck” in chicken or phoneme /f/ being
spelled “gh” in laugh and enough.
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The most confusing consonants for Arab speakers in general and SCT students in
particular were /p/ and /v/. They struggle to differentiate between /b/ and /p/ and between /v/
and /f/. In other words, the absence of /p/ and /v/ sounds in Arabic is the main reason for the
consonant substitution of [b] for [p] (e.g. broblem, bast and boliceman) and /v/ for /f/ (live (for
life), cifil (civil), safe (save)). Thus the best substituting options in English are /b/→// & /بf/→/
.)/ف
The deletion of silent letters was among the consonant omission cases observed in the
collected data e.g. (gover*ment, *nowledge, *now).
Other spelling errors regarding consonant letters are writing [t] instead of [s] (e.g.
conclution,), [c] instead of [s] (e.g. univercity) and [k] instead of [g] (e.g. ‘think’ instead of
‘thing’) .
5.3 Phonological Similarity
There were cases where words with similar construction but totally different meaning
were written instead of target words e.g., (lest) instead of (last), (were) instead of (where), (will)
instead of (well). The potential reason could be that both words have almost similar sound.
5.4 Inexplicable Spellings
There were 24 inexplicable spellings that do not fall into any of the categories proposed
for this study. Eg: shcool (school), anehir (another), peopel (people)
6. Conclusion
Learning a new language in general and learning a new writing system that is different
from learner’s first language in particular is a challenging task. Bearing in mind that learning
how to spell words plays a significant role in writing and it should not be considered less
important in the age of technology, it might be worth focusing more on teaching spelling in
many different ways and helping students to achieve high standards without causing unnecessary
stress.
The findings of the present study confirm Deacon’s study(2017, pp.17 & 20), that ‘vowel
blindness’ hypothesis is not the core reason for SCT students spelling mistakes. Furthermore, the
outcome of this study is in line with other studies proposing that Arab learners make more errors
with vowels. In addition,“the probability of making spelling mistake increases in long words
where there are several vowels, diphthongs and consonants”. This also confirms Deacon’s study
(2017, p. 6).
Some training courses on how to teach spelling would be of great help to teachers to
minimize spelling problems for students in the first step. Moreover, teachers need to provide
supplementary spelling tasks if there are insufficient materials in textbooks.
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ELICITATION AS A TOOL TO ENCOURAGE STUDENT
INTERACTION AND PARTICIPATION IN EFL CLASSROOM
MR. ANTONY JAWAHAR

Abstract
Elicitation is a powerful tool that can be exploited to promote students’ interaction and
participation. Using questions along with visuals, conversation prompts and other activities are
useful methods in reaping the benefits of elicitation. Though it is beneficial, ESL practitioners
may face hurdles such as silence, cultural and time limitations, etc. in the elicitation process. In
fact, skillful use of elicitation can create a lively, interactive classroom environment enhancing
the students’ learning experience.
Keywords: Interlingual Errors, Intralingual Errors.
Interaction between students and teachers has a deep impact in English learning. The
learning process becomes more participative and meaningful as it kindles the schemata of the
students. It can lead the students to learn from the known to the unknown. Students’ learning
and retaining ability is greatly enhanced when they actively participate because learning is an
active process that should involve talking (Cieniewicz, 2002). Moreover, it is an effective way
to reduce the most dreaded Teacher Talk Time (TTT) in an EFL setup. In this context, elicitation
comes handy in activating the interaction between the teacher and the student.
The Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics defines elicitation as
“Techniques or procedures which a teacher uses to get learners to actively produce speech or
writing.” It also states that it is used to know the abilities of a learner or “a fuller understanding
of interlanguage” (the type of language produced by second- and foreign-language learners who
are in the process of learning a language) As mentioned, it provides insight into the student’s
capabilities and needs, which form the basis of the teacher’s teaching approach. Furthermore, it
exposes the interlingual errors caused by language transfer and intralingual errors caused by
interchanging similar structures in the target language. According to Darn (2008), elicitation is a
method preferred by EFL practitioners to create a student-centered environment by promoting
involvement of the students.

Asking questions is undoubtedly the main tool used in elicitation, but it can be tweaked
in combination with different aids to suit the context of the lesson. In the EFL setup, elicitation
can be used to teach vocabulary, grammar, or concepts. While teaching vocabulary, eliciting the
target word is done by giving the meaning of the word or the synonyms. It can also be done by
asking questions that require the students to use the target vocabulary. Often questions are used
along with visuals to stimulate learners’ response. In fact, visuals are associated with improved
retaining ability because students can easily recall the target language item associated with the
picture. An example of this is showing a picture related to the target grammar structure and
asking them to describe the picture. Pictures are also effective in eliciting target vocabulary
items. Giving a conversation prompt that requires the students to use a particular grammar
structure is also an effective way to teach grammar using elicitation (Verner, 2015). Reading can
also be exploited to elicit the grammatical structure of the passage they read.
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Furthermore, elicitation is also employed during language activities. The activities provide the
context in which the target language item can be used. This could activate the students’
schemata and bring out detailed responses. Another useful aid in elicitation is gesture. Nonverbal communication such as facial expression and body language can provide cues during
elicitation and encourage the students to reply.
When effectively used, eliciting can benefit both the teachers and learners. It keeps the
students alert as it requires participation from the student (Case, 2009), which is a stark contrast
to the traditional lecture method. It also gives the learners a sense of ownership in their learning
and gives them the confidence to interact throughout the learning process. This learner-centered
approach shifts the balance from the teacher to the student. Though it sounds easy, while
practicing, teachers may face some hurdles for various reasons. Sometimes, stony silence can
throw the teachers off balance. However, with rephrasing the question and giving more
background context can offset this negative outcome. In fact, the cultural background of the
students may also have an effect in inhibiting them from participating in the classroom. Another
limitation is that it is time consuming. Moreover, repetitive questioning can also lead to
boredom and nullify the intended result.
Unequivocally it is clear that elicitation, when effectively deployed, positively impacts
the learning outcome by encouraging participation of the students. By creating a clear context
and providing enough background information, teachers can elicit the target language
successfully. Skillful use of different types of questions and giving enough time for the students
to think and reply also determine the teacher’s success in elicitation.
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GUIDED DISCOVERY IN ELT
MS. REKHA SIBY

Abstract
Guided Discovery, one of the modern approaches in English Language Teaching, can be
adapted to teach language skills to suit the needs of our students. This student centered approach
will facilitate a conducive environment for learning where students actively participate in
discovering knowledge, guided by the teacher through a well-planned lesson.

Keywords: Deductive Method, Inductive Method

Many new approaches have been introduced in recent times in English Language
Teaching. One such modern approach is the Guided Discovery Approach which has met with
favorable reactions in the academic world. Guided discovery is an approach in which a teacher
provides samples of a language item and guides the learners to find the rules themselves with
the aid of appropriate questions.
The Guided Discovery Approach combines the best of both deductive and inductive
methods. In deductive language learning, the rules are introduced first and students apply them
to produce the target language. The Inductive approach involves inferring the rules from a
sample text incorporating the target language. Both have advantages and disadvantages. The
Deductive approach can be very teacher-fronted and boring, as the learners just passively
receive knowledge. The Inductive method can be time consuming in terms of planning and
staging. It can also be challenging and confusing in a class of mixed level learners. Guided
Discovery combines the two approaches: First, students are exposed to a text with the target
language and are led to infer the rules. Then, the rules are explicitly reinforced to avoid
confusion or misunderstanding of concepts.
It can also be used in teaching writing by exposing students to a model piece and
eliciting the outline, useful structures and phrases and the other features of the type of writing.
Students can be provided with a good example of an essay in which the structure will be easy to
adopt even by slow learners. Obviously, the language should be graded to the level of the
students. Students can be given a list of questions about the sample text which will guide them
to discover the features of the outline and structure of the essay. The teacher can elicit the main
features from the students and provide them with a template to scaffold their practice writing.
The final stage will be writing without any scaffolding. In addition, a check list can be given to
the students to edit their own writing.
Guided Discovery facilitates a teaching and learning environment where students are
actively participating in discovering knowledge. This approach leads to a better understanding
on the part of the learners. In contrast to a ‘reproduction’ method in the traditional teachercentered approach, this method encourages independence and self-learning.
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It develops students’ higher cognitive skills of critical thinking, reasoning and problem solving.
Through the analysis of a sample text, students identify the structure and the rules of that
particular target language. By recreating the knowledge, they subconsciously develop higher
skills of inductive learning and critical thinking. It also ensures higher levels of retention as
students are actively involved in the learning process.
The role of the teacher is crucial so as to guide the students in the right direction to a
clear understanding of the concept. Scrivener (2005) warns teachers that “guided discovery is
demanding on both you and the learner, and although it may look artless to a casual observer, it
isn’t enough to throw a task at the learners, let them do it and then move on. Guided discovery
requires imagination and flexibility” (p. 268). It requires proper planning and well prepared
materials so that students will not get confused. Moreover, teachers need to anticipate the
questions the students may ask, and be prepared to provide the right answers or guidelines. It
can’t be used as the sole instruction method because it has limitations in a mixed level
environment and might produce inadequate education. Yet, it can be successfully used to suit a
particular environment with proper planning and some creativity. And it would be fulfilling to
see students motivated to learn the language in a student–centered environment.
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COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY IN BRIEF AND ITS APPLICATION IN AN UPPER LEVEL
CONVERSATION CLASS: REFLECTIONS FROM KANDAHAR, AFGHANISTAN, 20152016
JOHN RICHARD O’NEIL

“Cognitive Load (sic) Theory suggests that learning happens best
under conditions that are aligned with human cognitive architecture. The structure of
human cognitive architecture is discernible through the results of experimental research.
Recognizing George Miller’s information processing research showing that short term
memory is limited in the number of elements it can contain simultaneously, this author
builds a theory that treats schemas, or combinations of elements, as the cognitive
structures that make up an individual’s knowledge base. (Sweller, 1988)1”
1.Cognitive Load Theory
CLT is the idea that our working memory, the part of our mind that processes what we
are currently doing, can only deal with a limited amount of information at one time. CLT
differentiates between three Cognitive Loads: the Intrinsic, the Extraneous, and the Germane.
“The Intrinsic Cognitive Load refers the demand made of a learner by the intrinsic quality of
information being learnt. The load exerted on a learner depends on the complexity of the task set
or
concept being presented, and a learner’s ability to understand the new information”.https://
www.psychologistworld.com/memory/cognitive-load-theory.
I refer to Krashen’s Comprehensible Input hypothesis, i+1:
“According to this hypothesis, the learner improves and progresses when he/she receives
second language 'input' that is one step beyond his/her current stage of linguistic competence.
For example, if a learner is at a stage 'i', then acquisition takes place when he/she is exposed to
'Comprehensible Input' that belongs to level 'i + 1'. We can then define 'Comprehensible Input' as
the target language that the learner would not be able to produce but can still understand. It goes
beyond the choice of words and involves presentation of context, explanation, rewording of
unclear parts, the use of visual cues and meaning negotiation. The meaning successfully
conveyed constitutes the learning experience.” https://www.sk.com.br/sk-krash.html
“The Intrinsic Cognitive Load can be reduced by breaking down the subject content,
sequencing the delivery so that sub-tasks are taught individually before being explained together
as a whole. The idea is to not overwhelm a student too early on in the introduction of new
work.” https://impact.chartered.college/article/shibli-cognitive-load-theory-classroom/
“The Extraneous Cognitive Load is produced by the demands imposed on learners by the
teacher, or the instructions that they are asked to follow. This type of cognitive load is
extraneous to the learning task, and is increased by ineffective teaching methods, which
unintentionally misdirect students with distracting information or make a task more
complex than it needs to be.”
https://www.psychologistworld.com/memory/cognitive-load-theory.
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The ECL can be reduced by the way in which instructions are presented. We make sense
of new material by referencing schema or mental models of pre-existing knowledge. Lack of
clarity in instruction puts too high a load on the working memory, and so too much time is spent
problem-solving the instructions as opposed to new schema formation. For example, lessons
that use Power Point with excessive writing and the teacher talking at the same time, can
inadvertently generate excessive cognitive load and lead to working memory failures. Chandler
and Sweller (Chandler and Sweller, 1991) write that ‘Cognitive Load Theory suggests that
effective instructional material facilitates learning by directing cognitive resources towards
activities that are relevant to learning.’ (Sweller, 1991)
https://impact.chartered.college/article/shibli-cognitive-load-theory-classroom/
The Germane Cognitive Load is produced by the construction of schemas and is considered to
be desirable, as it assists in learning new skills and other information.
https://www.psychologistworld.com/memory/cognitive-load-theory
2. History
In the 1980’s CLT developed out of a study of problem solving in instructional design in
order to reduce cognitive load in learners. While the CLT was developed in native language
learners the implications for NNL doubled.
CLT suggests if the cognitive load exceeds our processing capacity we will struggle to
complete the activity successfully. Working memory should be considered as short term and
finite, while long term memory can be considered as infinite. The aim should be to move
knowledge to long term memory because when a student is exposed to new material, they can
draw on this previous knowledge (i+1) and the cognitive load is reduced.
If the subject matter is incomplete the student is unable to fall back on previous
knowledge and the working memory becomes overloaded. Examples working memory failure:
going blank
incomplete recall
task abandonment
there are other reasons….
3. Applications in a conversation class
A good lesson plan assesses the target learner’s level of proficiency and proceeds to
identify and produce schematic sub-tasks which are presented-practiced and sometimes
produced which then lays a foundation for the next stage of learning because it has been
“activated” and is receptive to the process of language acquisition. The following section in this
article reviews the efforts made in writing a syllabus for a conversation class. With the
Cognitive Load Theory presented in brief, I will attempt to show how this curriculum might
take CLD strategies in practice. The review will conclude with reflection.
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3.1. Kandahar, Afghanistan, October, 2016: American University of Afghanistan, Satellite
campus: Student Profiles
The conversation class was designed for an advanced L2 level. All the students who
took the course, except for two still in high school, had graduated from a college or university.
After preliminary introductions, the students submitted suggestions for topics on the first
day. It was clear they had demonstrated a clear desire to discuss relevant and local issues
currently facing them. Topics such as relationships, traditions, education, sports and politics
were suggested and though I refrained from the topic of politics itself because of its vitriolic and
existential nature, I was aware politics is inescapable for it permeates its way into the very
fabric of cultural norms and presses active citizenry, in a sense to give opinion. The students
also understood the class wouldn’t focus on grammar or the skills needed in public speaking.
Assessment would come from a student’s ability to communicate effectively on the topics in
each class. Error correction, concerns with pronunciation would be addressed at the moment.
Feedback therefore would come from the teacher as well from a student’s peers, during the
lesson.
In the development of topics, I also avoided sports in general because like cricket, which
is the most favored sport in Afghanistan, this requires a specific body lexus, independent of
conversational English. Students could discuss statistics and averages of a bowler. Instead,
discussion on sports were to be viewed as a topic establishing one’s identity, creating
relationships and skills for working together. Students said schools had no coaches, no balls, no
proper fields, no budget. Boys who did play the game did so in fields with friends.
Conversations along these lines were encouraged.

Once I had a working outline to plan the 18 classes (we met three times a week for two
hour classes). I needed to consider how an open class of advanced students would be assessed
without testing. Simple two-three minute presentations with immediate feedback and a question
time afterwards was used and appreciated. Following a CLT model, clear targets were given. I
also tried to direct their energies into group work where most of the students could participate in
the discussion. While I found these lessons rewarding I didn’t produce enough creative ideas to
keep them engaged in small group work and as a result most of the lessons were done as a
whole.
Finally, I also wanted to keep the request for learning ‘idioms’ within a framework
(without a textbook) and used movie clips which contained idioms in an ‘authentic context’. In
several lessons included in this article, students were receptive to this context because they
believe such context is ‘believable’ and thus learning became meaningful, activating thus far
myriads of schemas into which lessons would organically follow.
3.2. Making a syllabus
A syllabus requires the following components: objectives and course outcomes. It is
also necessary to have some basic understanding of who the students are and what motivates
them. The Kandahari student at PDI ranged from high school to their upper 20’s, most had
graduated from secondary school or had earned an undergraduate degree from India or from
Kandahar University. Most of the conversation students worked in several NGO’s, or they were
at present studying in a university. Most if not all scored above 120 on the Oxford Placement
Test in grammar and listening.
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Stephen Krashen (Krashen: 1985) wrote attitudes can motivate or distract the language
learner and the teacher understood the Afghan has faced obstacles he could never fathom. High
unemployment, the pervasive presence of dangerous conflict, cultural barriers for women, these
alone created a pessimistic student but also one hungry for knowledge and for opportunities to
leave the country.
With this in mind I approached the creation of a working and malleable syllabus that
would be in its skeletal form, produced with minimal time (I was given one week to be ready to
teach the class) there would need to be a lot of flexibility in the process. Naturally I used a blend
of theoretical models, that again, in hindsight, are receptive for creating CLT schematics;
(Stern: 1992) the cultural syllabus which emphasizes intellectual curiosity and empathy; the task
based syllabus which(Nunan:1988) states communicative language where learners comprehend,
produce and interact focusing on the meaning of the language instead of the form: the process
syllabus ( Shaw: 1993) activities and tasks that focused on interrelationships with the subjects
and the learner’s knowledge of the subject which required reasoning and opinions based on
information; and finally what is called the “notational-functional syllabus” where the
communicative expressions (notions) are concerned with agreeing, denying, persuasive points
of discussion (Ellis: 1993).
3.3. Course Objectives
To encourage students in a ‘fear-free’ environment to use their English language skills most
helpful for personal discourse
To give guidance and practice in general and classroom conversation.
To learn idioms in a cinematic context and use in personal discourse
To practice and improve general listening skills to strengthen students' abilities to monitor
and evaluate their own English language progress, to initiate and encourage selfimprovement
To provide students with a self-reflective and realistic assessment of speaking/listening
language demands
To boost self-confidence and a positive attitude toward language learning.
(with the CLT model)
1. “The Intrinsic Cognitive Load refers the demand made of a learner by the intrinsic quality
of information being learnt. The load exerted on a learner depends on the complexity of
the task set or concept being presented, and a learner’s ability to understand the new
information.”

Within the course objective framework CLT approaches are implemented.The first
phase in CLT is the ICL so the first thing to do is break down the subject and sequence each of
the components of the lesson so they follow a logical order. Rather than seeing the whole you
divide the various tasks which may require different approaches to learning the task. On the first
day of class I asked the students for a list of topics they wanted to talk about in this course. All
of them could write a sentence or a few words. The literacy rate in this class was evident at
various stages. Having put the seats in a circle a student could easily ask someone to his right
or left for clarification.
1. Writing simple sentences and ideas
2. Peer support
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“The Extraneous Cognitive Load is produced by the demands imposed on learners by the
teacher, or the instructions that they are asked to follow. This type of cognitive load is
extraneous to the learning task, and is increased by ineffective teaching methods, which
unintentionally misdirect students with distracting information or make a task more
complex than it needs to be.”
Once the student comprehends the task and what it is asking him to do, we see what a
student can produce in English. After collecting the suggestions I read them back. I wanted to
get a consensus on interests. In this first lesson I discussed objectives, outcomes and how I
assessed and explained what we were going to do. I told them I would be using cinema in part to
draw parallels for discussion and to address a request for idioms.
In the CLT model the next phase would be the ECL. If something is not working, a
conscientious teacher will reflect on how to improve the lesson. No one expects a teacher would
intentionally misdirect students with distracting information.Making any task complicated
because it is not presented in a professional and clear way will result in a failure to meet
curriculum objectives. Ineffective teaching methods may be a result of the teacher’s loss of
mission and purpose in their workplace. Avoiding any tendencies which drift into mediocre and
or unacceptable teaching methods should always be a priority.
3.4 The Curriculum
The first day of class students were asked to express topics they wished to discuss.
Below were their suggestions:
1. I want to discuss about security and young addicted people(they have problems and they
skype out of country)
2. How can we get our hope, what should people do to get hope soon.
3. talk about life, talk about society
4. sports, technology, life in Afghanistan, social life in Afghanistan
5. In the class we should discuss local subjects that everyone has information about
6. I have problems when we (I) talking on the phone, if that is possible to improve our (my)
conversation, for that just use the verb during daily activities.
7. about sports
8. sports, technology, the influences of technology
9. today’s weather, topics about education, topics about support
10. any topic about life. topics that discuss different relations and its ups and downs, any topic
that covers mankind and its characteristics.
11. Improving current situation of Afghanistan, social, educational, and economical issues.
12. society, what kind of society do we have?
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Class #2
As a teacher one managerial effort was to keep the discussion from falling to two or
three students who could dominate the floor. Sitting in a circle made it easy to go around the
room to give everyone the opportunity to speak. On some topics this inclusive strategy
succeeded but on topics that a student may know a little bit more about, he needed to understand
in a conversation class speaking for five minutes tended to leave the others astray. One way of
dealing with the dominant individual was break the group up into smaller groups. This allowed
more students to talk and because of its natural intimacy the outspoken student was usually
constrained and thus allowed others to speak. The CLT in practice is to keep the each
component of the lesson plan clear and distinctly connected. A big part of CLT is teacher
management.
Discussion #1
1. Identify every part of a society.
Health care, employment, security, infrastructure…
2. Identify each aspect of society’s weaknesses, strengths

3.
4.
5.
6.

How does a man know it is safe to travel unless he travels himself?
Where do we find the hope to keep hoping for a better life?
How does living in fear prevent you from fulfilling your dreams?
How big an issue is security if there is no fear?
Tomorrow the temperature is expected to be the coldest of the season. How do you stay
warm?
How do poor people stay warm?

(homework for next meeting)
http://origins.osu.edu/article/long-long-struggle-women-s-rights-afghanistan
“the status of women serves as a barometer by which to measure Afghan society.”
“For many westerners, nothing demonstrates the essentially "backward" or "medieval" nature of
Afghan society more than its treatment of women.
For many Afghans, nothing represents the perils of encroaching westernization more than the
movement for women's rights.”
“The Germane Cognitive Load is produced by the construction of schemas and is considered to
be desirable, as it assists in learning new skills and other information.”
Every teacher’s objective hope is to introduce skills to a new language that will assist the
student in his or her learning experience. A student’s motivation to learn is complex in a
classroom. While it can help to identify a learner’s intent, the end game is to persuade language
learners that this is worth learning as one proceeds to eventually to employment. The
construction of schemas in place provides clear and effective transitions, though this does not
come without its perils. All teachers are different with different approaches. Instructional design
reform and updated teacher training improve success at all the levels.
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Class #5 Discussion #4

Once I had an opportunity to observe the students interact in general and in small groups,
and to get a feel for the tasks they would be given in the course, I introduced cinema into the
class. Each student received the notes below with idioms and their meanings followed by
questions I called ‘round table discussion’ in the syllabus. From this lesson I tapped into the
resource that is all too familiar in Kandahar society, ‘Pashtunwali’ a pre-Islamic code of civil
law. Using Pashtunwali as a springboard for future topics I was able to easily activate student
schemas. The challenge for the rest of the course was to create lessons that were relevant and
meaningful for every student and to be sure tasks leading to the next task were consistent and
sequential with each other.
1:05 movie: Fiddler on the Roof Zeitel is getting married
Setting: Rural Imperial Russia, 1905
Zeitel, 18, is informed that she is going to marry Lazar Wolf, a wealthy 63 year old butcher.
Idioms and phrases
He has asked for your hand
money is the world’s curse
A perfect fit
made to measure
out of your mind
Times are changing
on the other hand
Vocabulary
pledge (n)
absurd (adj)
tailor (n)
starve (v)
May the Lord smite me with it and may I never recover. smite-is to kill, a plague, something bad to you.

Roundtable Discussion Questions: Tradition
Definition of Tradition: “a way of thinking, behaving, or doing something that has been
used by the people in a particular group, family, society, etc., for a long time; the stories, beliefs,
etc., that have been part of the culture of a group of people for a long time.” https://
quizlet.com/69828064/pathways-2-unit-3-flash-cards/
1. Where do your traditions come from?
2. What is the oldest tradition you know?
3. Are there any traditions only you and your family practice?
4. In the movie Modal the Tailor says “Times are changing…”Have your traditions changed
over
time?
5. Have you adapted the way you practice any traditions? or Have your traditions changed
because you
practice them differently?
6. How do traditions end?
7. Describe a tradition that no longer exists.
8. Are there any traditions you would change if you could?
9. If you could start your own tradition what would it be?
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Group exercise. In small gr oups make lists for each. Ever yone in the gr oup should agr ee.
List the five most meaningful traditions
List five traditions that you believe are not as important or are open to interpretation.
List five traditions that could or should change
meaningful

not as important

change can be good

Lesson #6-7 Discussions #5-6
The Secret Life of Walter Mitty Idioms-Conversation

Synopsis—Walter Mitty works for a magazine as a ‘negative’ assets manager and he cannot
find an important photograph a man called Sean O’Connell sent him. Walter has no means to contact
Sean and finds a clue that he might be in Greenland. He decides to travel to Greenland to track Sean
down in the beginning of an unbelievable adventure. We join the story as Walter visits his mother
and his sister.
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0359950/synopsis
Notes
negative (used in film) negative #25
wallet
They call the snow leopard a ghost cat, it never lets itself be seen
what’s up?
beautiful things don’t ask for attention.
Below is a list of idioms used in the 15 minute video.
1:14 in the apartment Walter’s sister is in the kitchen with their mother. The sister is describing a
yoga class she attends. The idioms she uses are listed below. They might be difficult to hear.
“I’m just really wiped out”
“I think I need to go to yoga and then just crash.”
Referring to yoga: “You get it all out of your system.”
What is it you call it when he goes to one of his places ‘zoned out’
1:21 the phone call with Todd who works at an on-line dating agency
“your profile really rounded out, man.”
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“that volcano-shark combo that is money in the bank”
“I’m gonna keep this short”
“I get it”
“You know what? Would you take me off?”
“I can’t really swing that $500 yearly”
“I think we’re on to something”
1:22 Meets Sean O’Connell
“How the hell did you get up here?”
“Take your time, settle in.”
“I’m taking a lot of heat at work”
“I see what you’re saying, the cover issue should be more straight forward”
What did you do with the wallet? “Chucked it”
You have no idea
If I like a moment, I mean me, personally, I don’t like to have the distraction of the camera, I
just wanna stay… in it. yeah, Right there Right here
That looks like fun, I’m gonna jump in.
Questions (in groups)
number from 1-10 the most desirable traits in human beings. Everyone in the group must
agree. 1 is the most important, 10 is the least important.
http://blog.californiapsychics.com/blog/2011/01/10-most-desirable-traits-in-humanbeings.html
_____integrity
_____courageousness
_____sense of humor
_____intelligence, education, common sense
_____emotionally open
_____kindness
_____self confidence
_____discipline
_____generosity
_____self awareness
Review: Idioms
Part Two: Give everyone a question

1. What wipes you out?
2. What do you do to get all the day’s problems out of your system?
3. Have you taken a lot of heat at work for an assignment you’ve done?
4. Describe a time when you wanted to stay in the moment.
5. Describe someone you know who is old-school.
6. Do you sometimes zone out?
7. What does your boss do that gets on your nerves?
8. Is there anyone you know you wish would lighten up?
9. When is the last time someone or something left you blown away?
10. Describe the last time you lent someone a hand.
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11. Describe that one place which is not so good.
12. Does your employer expect you to jump in and help when there is a problem?
13. Where is your favorite place to crash?
14. What kinds of decisions require a lot of ‘on the other hands?’
15. Do you know anyone at work who is always fooling around?
4. Conclusion
By the conclusion of this class I wasn’t sure who learned more, the students or myself.
Students need meaningful stimulus and in an advanced conversation class I could have, or
perhaps I should have, provided more interesting activities in which the topics we discussed
were fleshed out. Some students also wished to be tested more but I demurred because that kind
of assessment wouldn’t have been authentic in this context. A student who can respond to a
variety of questions on a variety of issues in a clear communicative manner demonstrates
proficient levels. It is clear using the CLT strategies are safeguards against moving through a
subject too fast, breaking it down, prepping, spending time on the groundwork for an objective
and being conscientious when even the best lesson plans need revision on the spot, CLT
structure simply identifies sub talks with professional and clear objectives that should lead to the
overall objective.
It is also important to note that many instructors do not have the time or the freedom to
produce new curriculum when there is a primary textbook, that in many instances is far above
the student’s language levels. A CLT instructional designer might suggest focusing on the
universal basic with supplements which would set aside parts of the most difficult text so that in
time a learner can achieve acceptable college standards.
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Cacophony of Truths
MS. HRIDHYA. S. MENON

Abstract
Human nature is genetically complex and is immensely difficult to fully understand,
unless one tries with an open mind, a dash of optimism and a great deal of candor. If you didn’t
go through the struggles of a person, it is improbable that you will be able to completely grasp
his experiences. This article reminds us about those emotional conflicts a teacher might face in
classrooms. Sometimes, even though the teacher is thorough with the subject, this expertise
alone will not help in dealing with the students’ multifarious life situations. Here, the teacher
has to be patient and should not be afraid to be the advocate of honesty and should moreover
guide the students to live a life with integrity which will further lead to harmony and euphony.
A cacophony of truth could happen in any classroom, but with conscious efforts and
methodological dealings, a teacher can create a peaceful scenario.

Keywords: Student’s T ruth, Confusion, M utual R espect, Emotional comfort, H on est y ,
Trust
In many ways, at many times, a student’s truth clashes with a Teacher’s, making
unpleasant sounds in the classroom, thus creating cacophony. Most of our students as well as
teachers get along with this confusion in their own ways and try to surpass mutual expectations
during the Teaching/Learning process.However, some may stumble backwards before regaining
proper balance. A good Teacher-Student relationship comes from mutual respect and trust, and
those relationships created in the yesteryears can lead to great references and recommendations
in the future.
Classrooms aren’t, generally, a comfortable cut for the majority of students. In fact,
some strict rules, through the introduction of seemingly superfluous elements, were often seen
to militate against the high ideal of efficiency of teaching and learning, tending students to lie in
difficult, unmanageable situations. Emotional comfort is the sine qua non of education, so it is
not difficult to emphasize the need to create environments where students can feel both secure
and significant and where they will choose themselves to be honest.
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Teachers should firmly believe that our students must understand the ‘Why’ behind whatever
the teachers are asking them, especially when it comes to their character and behavior. Ideally,
the instructors have to teach students about kindness and honesty in such a way that it sticks
with them for many years. They must willingly try to say truth in academic matters related to
learning, not because they are afraid of getting in trouble, but because they understand WHY
it’s so important. Tutors and lecturers should try to inculcate within their students the validity
of honesty as the best policy.
On the whole, as teachers, we must try and motivate students to stay away from fibbing
even for fun. Trust is induced from within with the aid of five qualities, each one as important
as the next -kindness, reliability, competence, honesty and openness, which must come together
to enrich and foster a sense of belief in their work. When you’re speaking with someone, to
prevent things from getting personal about a pressing personal issue, you have to keep your
focus not in the intricate details of the matter, but on their actions and results.
Practice what you preach. Just as we expect others to be open and sincere, we should
extend them the same courtesy. Showing up every day, doing the best you can and being there
for others are the best ways in adding bricks to the pillar of reliability and trust you’re building
with others. This will in turn build up a comfortable environmental design showing and
replicating the positive effects honesty can have on learning, human productivity, and thus in
creating a creative world of euphony.
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BOOK REVIEW
MR. RANDY MAGDALUYO

Lotherington, H. (2011). Pedagogy of Multiliteracies: Rewriting Goldilocks. NewYok, USA:
Routledge

Heather Lotherington’s book “Pedagogy of Multiliteracies: Rewriting Goldilocks” is a
timely response to the current educational challenges in presenting, developing and exploring
multi literacies. An inspiring five-year collaboration among public school teachers, educators
and university researchers, Lotherington brings us to appreciate the process involved in thinking
about and teaching literacy in the 21st century. This journey helps readers openly acknowledge
the limitations of a school system that teaches to the test, and courageously invites the
overwhelming tasks of transforming classroom experiences. The eight chapters in this book,
each rich in discussion and reflection, are all introduced and organized in unified fashion.
Chapter 1 “In Pursuit of a Pedagogy of Multiliteracies” opens with Lotherington’s
forward-thinking about multiliteracies. Central to her understanding of literacy and literacy
education is the negotiation of multiplicity of discourses. Guided by this principle of literacy
pedagogy, Lotherington started a collaboration with Joyce Public School, a primary school in
Toronto, Canada situated within a community marked as culturally and linguistically rich, but
economically poor. The school lacked the cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1991) perceived to be
necessary for students to succeed in their literacy and language learning. For children to
achieve sufficient knowledge of English language and culture, they needed to bridge a number
of gaps including “home, culture and school languages; social and school literacies; cultural
understanding across Canadian and home cultures; and, school, pop and digital cultures” (p.
18).
In Chapter 2, Competing V isions of Language and Literacy Education, Lotherington
describes the language demographics, policy and education in Canada. The benefits of
multiculturalism and multilingualism are neglected or excluded in the school systems of this
officially multicultural country. The schools operate under the pressure of high-stakes
mandatory testing, treating students’ language and cultural diversity as a problem rather than a
resource (Ruiz, 1984), which should be fixed in English as second language classes.
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Lotherington highlights the fact that literacy is thus restricted and equated only with
knowledge of the English language. While both English and French are institutionally preserved
as official languages in school, the task of promoting the heritage languages of Canada’s
multicultural population is left for educators to address but not at the expense of the official
languages (Cummins & Danesi, 1990). This intentional separation of official languages in
school and heritage languages at home and in the community creates a schism between “culture
and ethnicity” and “language use and language education” (p. 22).
Chapter 3, “Rewriting Goldilocks and the Three Bears” and Chapter 4,“Goldilocks
Revisited” detail the pilot intervention and extended project, respectively, that resulted from a
series of workshops and observations among teachers and researchers at Joyce Public School.
Some teachers developed this popular children’s story choice into a sustained multiliteracies
project and read different versions in class to discuss its changing narration over times. This
facilitated students in learning the narrative structure, analyzing a traditional story, and retelling
it in new media using available software programs in their school (i.e. WiggleWorks, Kid Pix,
Hyperstudio) to suit their contemporary realities. These grade 1 and 2 children localized the
characters and adapted aspects of setting and plot, which result in interesting retellings of
Goldilocks as a little black girl “Braidylocks”, a space explorer “Sugi”, a timid boy “Stinky
Robber”,a neglected child“Urban Goldilocks”, and a bully shark “Sharky”.However, the
teachers admitted the complexity of the plot structure when teaching narrative to children.
Lotherington welcomes this response from the teachers and refines the set guiding research
questions to consider more possible stories (i.e. The Gingerbread Man, The Three Little Pigs,
The Three Little Red Hen) and integrate more ways of adaptations (i.e. hands-on simulations,
plays). This further inspires a multimodal and transmodal approach in the teaching of digital
narrative to children.
Lotherington, in Chapter 5, “Genre-Bending”, addresses the ongoing need to shape a
learning community to contribute to the development of emergent multiliteracies in theory and
practice. Considering the challenges in the previous workshop formats for the teaching of
narrative structure through Goldilocks and the Three Bears, she invited more suggestions from
teachers for a more defined organizational pattern in learning, planning and sharing. Teachers
were then encouraged to carve their own spaces in this learning community by developing their
own perspective within multiliteracies agenda. However, Lotherington recognized the
limitations in digital innovation and communication for its failure to translate children’s stories
into multiple languages. She then argued for making facilitative connection to humans for
language sharing and translation and establishing digitally connected as well as community
support more than relying on translation software resources.
With a wider perspective of a collaborative learning community, Lotherington raises
the issues of building dialogic learning spaces and investigating concepts of voice. Chapter 6,
“Creating Dialogic Spaces for Learning”, discusses how she invited the languages of the
community into the classroom by opening the classroom to both the local and digitallyconnected communities and by linking interests across subjects (i.e. English and Science) and
students (Kindergarten and Grade 2). Teachers planned multimodal projects that include the
languages of school and community in imaginative ways introducing a folktale taught in three
languages (English, Chinese and Vietnamese) to kindergarten children, and producing a
multimodal folktale in two varieties of English (Standard English and Caribbean Creole
English) in a junior special education class. This work of customizing learning brought
together “the languages of the home and school, the page and the screen, and multiple modes of
expression” (p. 147) through collaborative and distributed learning, and scaffolding.
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However, Lotherington admitted that students can be better supported and pushed
forward to produce multilingual stories which are not largely translations of English.
Lotherington continues to analyze the possibilities of language inclusion in a diverse
classroom in Chapter 7 “Multimodal, Language Inclusion and Third Space”. Third space is “a
particular kind of zone of proximal development” (Gutierrez, 2008, p. 148) where culturally
totalizing notions of literacy are disassembled and reconstructed as welcoming, hybridized
practices. Designing multiliteracies pedagogy in third spaces opens up a series of questions on
where in the teaching and learning process home languages can be introduced, and how
community languages can be taught through multimodal text creation. Some of the class
projects (i.e. digital animations of Puppy and Horse Go to the Olympics as a class version of
Old Man Yu Moves the Mountain) created spaces for students to translate back their digital
narrative into Mandarin Chinese so the story can undergo a spiral of translation from Chinese to
English and back to Chinese. In other cases, children were closely guided by the teachers in
their creation of individually customized texts in different genres making multiple bilingual
versions of adapted traditional stories (i.e. The Three Little Pigs retold in Claymation in English
and Yoruba, English and Cantonese, and English and Farsi in Grade 1 class). These specific
cases help Lotherington illustrate that despite the challenging move for full inclusion of
languages in multiliteracies class, some spaces can build the starting foundation to incorporate
different “genre, voice, authorship and languages” (p. 170).
The final chapter “Towards an Emergent Pedagogy of Multiliteracies” pulls together the
historical and political understanding of (multi)literacies, the fundamental collaborative
challenges, and the glocal perspectives and practices that guide, test and redirect their work at
Joyce Public School. Lotherington offers three directions towards a pedagogy of multiliteracies:
(1) developing a learning community, (2) imagining future literacy learning, and (3) building an
ecological language and literacy education. In these directions, future classroom literacies can
be envisioned and actualized having dynamic multimodal texts supporting customized learning,
collaborative authorship, and glocal connections with inclusion of multiple languages. While
Lotherington admits that the serious need for “educational housecleaning” (p. 186) that all
started with Goldilocks and the Three Bears is still far from a happily-ever-after ending, this
project nonetheless left a motivating world of possibilities.
Together, the eight chapters in Lotherington’s book neatly examine the multilayered
aspects of literacies in theory and practice. Each chapter not only presents a coherent discussion,
but also communicates an ongoing inquiry. They raise questions that help readers understand
that the process of (re)collaborating, (re)designing, and (re)implementing a pedagogy of
multiliteracies is never fixed and rigid. It is a fluid and relative process that tells the evolving
stories of students, teachers, researchers, and educators in their trial and error interventions. By
trying to make readers explore their understanding of literacy and pedagogy, Lotherington
invites us to be more reflective, active and sensitive in our attempts to move forward.
Essentially, these are the same attempts that provide us the space to create our linguistically and
culturally-rich stories.
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Abstract
It is argued that globalization has both positive and negative effects on language
development. The Internet has widely opened the doors to gain knowledge on languages and
literature for anyone from any part of the world. Globalization has negative effects too. It leads
to the extinction of some languages.
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It is true that the effects of globalization have reached languages too. This is because at
the base of everything interaction between people is predominant. Gone are the days when we
thought only about movies or television shows as entertainment now the social media like
WhatsApp, Facebook, and other various features on the Internet have widened the scope of
entertainment, and above all, books have reached a status in many parts of the world as the best
kind of entertainment. Books today have crossed socio-cultural boundaries and borders, creating
awareness about a variety of social factors such as culture and other related issues. This
expanded reach of globalization has given an opportunity for everyone to read what they want.
People in India, not only professors and scholars, but also common people, if they want to study
something on African literature, to take one example, they can do so by browsing the Internet.
Although some are arguing that globalization is positive for language and people, there are
others who are arguing it will have negative effects on language. It is argued that globalization
will force some languages to disappear from this world.
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